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[R] - ITEM IS RESTRICTED 104-10102-10124

Released under the John F. Kennedy Assassination Records Collection Act of 1992 (44 USC 2107 Note).
Case #: NW 53294 Date: 06-13-2017
ALTHOUGH TRACING JOHN WILSON AND WILSON HUDSON BISHOP, I BELIEVE ON FIRST RETURNS FROM OODAY CHECK HE LIKELY BE PSYCHOPATH. SITFORD GATHERS HE GAVE THIS IMPRESSION WHEN TESTIFYING BEFORE EASTLAND COMMITTEE IN 59. WE ARE THEREFORE NOT PURSUING FURTHER EXCEPT THRU CAGUAR FOR ANY INFO THEY HAVE.


CIA COMMENT: DISSEMINATION APPLICABLE TO RYBAR/GP/DC/CP/DYJ/CAB/CD/AR/CAB/AR.

**Wilson claimed he knew "Ruby" while in Cuba 1957-59, and could identify Ruby from a clear picture.**
AMERICAN BUT COULD NOT RETURN U. S. DUE SEVERAL FEDERAL INDICTMENTS OUTSTANDING AGAINST HIM. SANTOS SPENT THEREFORE REMAIN IN PRISON FOR PERIOD OF TIME PAYING CASTRO IN DOLLARS FOR HIS RATHER LUXURIOUS AND DEFINITELY NON-PRISON LIKE ACCOMMODATIONS. DURING THIS TIME HE WAS, ACCORDING TO WILSON-HUGSON, VISITED FREQUENTLY BY ANOTHER AMERICAN GANGSTER TYPE NAMED "RUBY". WILSON-HUGSON CLAIMS HE COULD IDENTIFY RUBY FROM CLEAR PICTURE. ALSO CLAIMS TO HAVE TESTIFIED BEFORE THE EASTLAND SENATE COMMITTEE DURING ITS HEARINGS IN 59 OR 60 ON CASTRO ACTIVITIES. STATION CHECKING WILSON-HUGSON WITH "JACIAR" AND "KOLIM" REQUEST ANY HIS TRACES AND COMMENTS.

3. CONTINUED PURSUING MUCH SAME LINES AS STATION ON THEIR "KOS" REQUESTS. WE CHECKING TOGETHER PREVENT DUPLICATION BUT STATION WILL HANDLE TRACES PRINCIPALLY WITH "JACIAR" WHO WILL ADDRESS RELIES IN DUPLICATE BOTH TO STATION AND "KOS". HAVE ASKED SMITH TO FOLLOW UP ANY LEADS ON RTI SUBJECTS ABROAD RELATING TO ABOVE AS APPROPRIATE AND THEY HAVE AGREED FULLY.

SUBJECT:

6/5 COMMENT: "CLASSIFICATION APPLICABLE TO RUBY-GPF-DOS CASES."

REQUESTED TRACES FROM ALL STATIONS RELATING TO LEE HARVEY OSAK